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        Answering here a question a personal friend sent me in an email today – he was saying: 

"Didn't we overcome the dark forces already? Isn’t it over? Aren’t we already in the 4th 

dimension?" - This is common thinking in some circles so I felt useful to post my reply ... and 

then added a few more things- taking the opportunity to clarify my approach to my 

work/planetary work at this time. This may be one of the most dense posts I have made in a 

while...but I feel a meaningful one. It helped me crystallize some of my thoughts. 

 

So here goes my reply ...  

On the dark forces/over topic -- - It’s not that simple. The people whose vibration is 

beyond a certain threshold are experiencing the upper consciousness streams of planetary energy 

and in these places indeed, things are good, experiences are smooth, etc - although even at this 

level people are still experiencing initiations. In fact my observation is that the many of the older 

souls right now are the ones that are experiencing the tougher and most painful initiations, as 

they are being challenged to go even higher and develop strength, in order to be able to be steady 

anchors and leaders for mass consciousness shifts that are coming later. Someone has to go first 

and hold a steady light. And some of the older Souls have volunteered for that task. But before 



they get to do that, they first have to master being able to hold stable light under great pressure. 

Hence the initiations. 

For the planet as a whole, my observation is that possessions and astral contamination 

still run rampant, even now. And this partly because the "powers that were" have set up the 

conditions via which people are easily contaminated (toxic food, toxic music, pornography, 

alcohol, mind control of all kinds, etc...and even spirituality that denies that the dark exist - the 

"only be positive" new age version of spirituality), which make this kind of contamination very 

easy.  

Little digression here --- Drugs and alcohol make even the ones with the highest souls 

vulnerable to infiltration. There is a reason alcohol is legal and readily available, as alcohol 

intoxication creates doorways in the energy field - even one heavy drinking session is enough to 

damage the aura. Excess alcohol is therefore a dark side gate way and its everywhere, 

unfortunately. Think about how much domestic violence and general mayhem happens under the 

influence... and how many lives are ruined by alcohol. There is a reason for that, as it allows 

lower astral forces to take a ride in our field, sometimes really influencing our behavior. Always 

clear and repair your field after drinking. …same goes for wide use of pornography, which 

allows entity cording in the second chakra. End of digression. Back to the planet and the dark 

forces and why we are not yet done. 

This year - 2012/2013 - I have been more busy than in any other year removing huge 

entities that the powers that were have been bringing in from God knows where into our reality. 

These were beings I had even seen before, not on our astral plane -from some other 

place/dimension. Some of these seemed to be coming in from outside of our time. As in, powers 

that were may be resurrecting ancient entities, from dark times of glory past, much like what they 

are doing with the DNA of serial killers. They have been using mass ritual to bring these in... see 

Olympics and various staged events that engage mass consciousness. I have been removing the 

ones that have come to my attention with my team, as they come in.  

So, as we can see, we are not done with the dark forces. Far from it, they are here and 

well, still doing their thing and even cranking up their game. Do I think we will overcome this 

and reclaim this planet? Absolutely. Do I think its a done deal and that we can just go chill at the 

beach now. No. This is not an opponent to be under-estimated. The politico side of this beast in 

many ways is the smallest of our problems, compared to the black magicians behind the scenes 

and their workings. As they are highly skilled, highly manipulative, use powerful esoteric 

technology and know human consciousness and its weaknesses very well.  

By the way, several of the people that I consider "authentic" have been seeing that the 

timeline for this shift has shifted (nice play on words there ;-) lol) . Seems we have created some 

extra time in which to get things done. Another twenty years or so. My councils confirm this. 

However know that the collective timeline is constantly changing. We do something that shifts 

things, they do something to counteract it and vice versa. Its like a chess game. So there is no 

resting on laurels here. The time to act is always right now. As what is true today is not always 

true tomorrow. As the collective energy is constantly being influenced from multiple angles. By 

the light forces, by the dark forces, but also by changes in the solar galactic field. Reality is very 



changeable right now and very fluid. But within that fluidity some of the high consciousness 

streams are becoming very solid and stable. Therefore continuing  to anchor the high 

consciousness streams is an important aspect for us to focus on right now.  

Also...shift to next dimension - this is a concept that was put out a few decades ago and 

its somewhat inaccurate. It was a new and difficult concept to communicate at the time it came 

out, so I feel it was oversimplified, just so we could grasp it. The truth is the Earth is not a one 

dimensional reality to begin with. Many of the dimensional experiences of Earth are already here 

and accessible and many Souls are already energetically "parked" in the upper levels of the 

consciousness streams. My Soul has been able to access 12D consciousness since 2004. And 

then a couple years ago I realized there was another 12 dimensions still. And then another 12. 

Accessing high consciousness realities and having high soul vibrations however is not the end of 

the story. We need to then embody that Soul consciousness and bring it into the day to day of life 

as an incarnated being. So that every cell of our being radiates that consciousness. So that our 

mind and thoughts are attuned to the higher mind. And so that we can live from a heart centered 

space moment to moment, embodying the Soul's energy and operating from that level in real life, 

all the time. Which is an ongoing process. With huge opportunities for learning. And sometimes 

challenges.  

So, individually, people can shift and reach/hold very high levels of consciousness here 

on Earth. And the current energies, which are highly activating, facilitate that. However in terms 

of the mass consciousness, we are heading in the right direction, but not there yet 100%. But we 

will be in time. And, just so we are clear, the goal at the mass consciousness level is to get the 

collective energy of humanity out of the 3D/4D consciousness streams (and here I am talking 

about frequencies that we can hold steadily when inside a body) and possibly higher than that, so 

we can shift the overall energy atmosphere of the Earth plane to a place where the dark forces 

can’t breathe the oxygen.  

Once our collective vibration reaches a certain level, they can no longer exist here. As 

they will have no anchor. They need the human interface to anchor. Hence the bloodlines and the 

obsession with genetics. They need the human/human hybrid body suit to play here, because they 

cannot operate here directly. They need an interface. And that interface requires vibrational 

compatibility. When the collective frequencies go beyond a certain range, that interface 

compatibility ceases to exist. The humans will be vibrating out of their zone. And the energetic 

hijacking ends right there. Which is why they are so busy keeping everybody focused on the low 

vibrations, placing all out focus on the lover levels of the first three chakras; first chakra 

(fear/security), second chakra (distorted sexuality) and third chakra (distorted power). 

And, as I see it, the work to do in order to get to this place is twofold.  

1 - On the one hand we aim to raise personal vibration as sky high as possible - 

meditation and soul work here is key. You cannot raise your consciousness beyond a certain 

threshold without meditation. And here I am not talking of "sitting in the lotus position" passive 

meditation, but consciously directed meditation, in which we reach upwards towards our original 

Soul consciousness, higher dimensional aspects and Source, and bring them into our being and 

body, so that we can be energetically changed. When we do this out field changes, our DNA 



activates and we expand. Through practicing this regularly, we gradually lock steadily with the 

high consciousness streams. And if we keep going we help stabilize those stream for all, not just 

for ourselves. And we may even seed/create new ones. 

2 - On the other hand it is also paramount that we dismantle the work of the dark forces, 

both on the 3D level, via exposure of the agenda. And energetically, on the 4D/5D leave, by 

cleansing this plane of the energy workings of the dark magicians and the beings that work 

through them. This work includes cleaning out the entities that they keep bringing here, out of 

both people and the Earth plane as a whole. 

I have been busy on all of these fronts for the past eighteen years. In the past year or so I 

have been much more busy doing the "spiritual warfare" part of this work privately on the inner 

planes and less in the public world, as there are plenty of "exposing warriors" already and who 

are doing a great job, while not as many doing the inner planes part, tackling the larger entities 

head on. So I decided to focus my attention there. I also feel that, after I have passed on what I 

know, which I plan on doing soon, I will retire from this work. It is time. (Not from all my work, 

just this entity removal part). As I am now moving into a new stage of my work - in fact I am 

receiving daily information about vibrational techniques at the moment, that focus more on 

creating the strong immune system that in fighting the virus, so to speak. A new "awareness" I 

gained after six weeks of relentless psychic attack from the strongest entities I have ever 

encountered, last May June. A very intense and not fun experience, but very productive as far as 

gaining new understanding. Although very sad still for some of the ripple effects that this caused 

in my personal life - big losses here.... But, I it is my firm belief that is something was not 

supposed to be lost it will return. And if not, it was mean to dissolve.  

Also in closing, a few observations - one of the vulnerabilities of the more spiritually 

orientated people is the denial of the dark side, which then can also lead to the opening to 

trickster energies posing as light. And  to not counteracting or becoming an obstacle to the 

counteracting the dark agenda. But there is a big vulnerability with the ones that are more 

"warrior" orientated also. And that is denying or under-estimating the essential component of the 

connection to Source/Primary Creator (we would call it God if the word had not been so tainted 

by many distortions) .... Warriorship outside of a connection with Source/Primary Creator/Love 

eventually ends up chasing its own tail and burning itself out. It works as an exposing tool, but it 

has its limitations. Many warriors, over time, become angry, depressed and/or despondent, as 

they get swamped by the darkness that they see. After a while there is a risk of seeing only the 

problems and the evil ones, but despair of solutions. This in the long run can create depression, 

less effectiveness and also lowers vibrations, making people vulnerable to illness and emotional 

distress and even astral pollution. So a strong connection to Source and the faith that that brings 

are essential. The exposing warrior's work is very valuable. And it needs to be balanced in a high 

voltage connection to Source and the solution that reside in the Source Mind and Universal 

Mind.   

In general, it is essential to have a personal experience of one's higher aspects and of 

Source. As when one has a personal experience of Love that is eternal, one's faith and strength 

increase and solidify. Also Source vibrations are essential part of the solution. As it is only 

through activating and using our higher aspects and Soul and Source bodies that we can work 



energetically on planetary issues and on the removal the bigger energies. At times it can take that 

much voltage to create a shift. And when doing astral warfare, it sometimes can take that much 

light to shield. 

As a multidimensional beings, plugged into Source/Primary Creator consciousness,  and 

that know how to shift planetary situations energetically and that knows how to hold a field so 

strong that no dark force can penetrate it, we hold a lot of power. Not just for oneself, but for 

others and for humanity as whole. But this can only be obtained when we remember and 

reconnect to the Source. But this HAS to be a personal experience. As it is only by experiencing 

this kind of connection, that one "gets it" about why it is essential. Myself telling you this, in 

some ways, is meaningless. Which is why I am now focusing some of my time in creating some 

tools that allow for that experience directly. As I have been rambling on about this for years, but 

I know that it does not sink in all the way for people without direct experience.   

The solution is also something that can only occur when we become fiercely love based. 

Use your power outside of love and you become what you fight. Make your own ego the source 

of your power and you will begin to drop vibrationally like a big stone in a pond and you will 

corrupt. Spiritual ego, and ego in general, unfortunately, is another major doorway through 

which the energy field corrupts and allows access. If you get seduced and operate from ego, 

before you know it, you are working for the other side. So be mindful of how you direct your 

will and always work on being a pure vehicle for Source energy.  

You can affirm this right now, if you like. "I am a conduit for Source energy. I am a truth 

and love warrior in service to Source/Primary Creator. I hold space for powerful energies of 

Love that clear the planet in an instant. I am divinely guided in all I do. I surrender my ego and 

allow the purest energies of Primary Creator to work through me. I am aligned with Love Based 

Power, now and always. I am 100% protected by the Love of Source and I ask for assistance and 

guidance in being and staying clear at all times. And so it is." 

And as far as the anger goes - understandable anger, as if you look at the world without 

filter, it is easy to get upset - use your anger as a tool for transformation. Use your anger and 

transform it into focus. Use your anger as a power source for your Source Aligned Will. 

Command your multidimensionality into being. Invoke the activation of your Source Self, which 

is a real and potent energetic body, so that you may anchor the Source frequencies steadily into 

your being. As a fully activated Source Body cannot be penetrated. 

Be a fierce transformer. Become one with the power that created all the Universes 

through an act of Love. Re-embrace your commitment of service to Primary Creator and 

Humanity and become a conduit of Sacred Power. The more people reconnect to the Source, the 

quicker this clean up process will be. Because ultimately, personal journey of frequency raising 

aside, this is what we are here to do...to be the clean up crew. And to clean up well we need the 

power hose ;-) lol ...and that comes from fully connecting to the expanded being-ness that we are 

when we tap into and merge with the Infinity that is the Source energy. 

Hope this clarifies some… 



May you walk in powerful Source beauty ;-)  x x   

Much love 

Katie Gallanti 
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